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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the relationship between jump
performance and asymmetry. This investigation was divided into three separate studies. The first
aim investigated which asymmetry variables for eccentric and concentric phases best predicted
jump height (JH) during different jump types. The aim of the second study was to determine if
asymmetry variables differed between jump type and genders.
Fourteen participants performed countermovement jumps (CMJ) and drop vertical jumps
(DVJ). The DVJ were administered from a 30.5 cm platform leading with dominant leg striking
separate force platforms with each foot. Vertical ground reaction forces were used to determine
eccentric and concentric phases. Variables identified for each leg during both phases were:
average force, rate of force development, velocity, power and impulse. Asymmetry for each
variable was calculated using the formula: (DL – NDL) / (DL + NDL)*100. Flight time was
derived from ground contact during landing phase subtracted from takeoff during propulsion
phase.
The third study investigated if asymmetry variable differed between CMJ with and
overhead goal (OG) or no overhead goal (NOG). Sixteen participants performed maximal effort
CMJ with OG and NOG. Data processing and identifying of variables followed same methods as
first two studies.
The first aim used a linear stepwise regression and determined only impulse asymmetry
during the concentric phase for CMJ (F(1,12) = 44.564, p<0 .001, R2 = 0.788), and for DVJ only
eccentric peak force and concentric RFD were selected as predictors of JH (F(2,11) = 23.962, p<
0.001, R2 = 0.813). The second aim used a 2 (jump type) x 2 (gender) mixed factor ANOVA and
determined only peak concentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 6.442, p>0.026) and average
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concentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 5.145, p>0.043) had an interaction between gender and
jump type ( >0.05). The third aim used a dependent t-test and determined that JH (t(15) = 2.565, p < 0.022) and concentric power asymmetry (t(15) = -2.154, p < .048) were different
between conditions. It was surprising that limited number of asymmetry variables had a
relationship, interaction and difference during different conditions and training protocols.
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INTRODUCTION
Athletes and practitioners alike use vertical jump performance as a way to measure
athletic ability (Bell et al. 2014, Ford et al. 2005). Vertical jumps is complex movement
requiring specific motor coordination, and is used a estimate of muscle function to evaluate
return to play (Markovic et al 2004, Impellizzeri et al. 2007). Plyometrics used to improve
vertical jump performance through rapid eccentric and concentric phases (Robinson et al. 2004,
Ball et al. 2010). Two common plyometric jumps used are countermovement jumps (CMJ) and
drop vertical jump (DVJ).
CMJ is best when strategizing to achieve maximal jump height (JH) (Baker et al. 1996).
Incorporating CMJ in to training program regularly can have positive effects on athletic
performance (Barker et al. 2018). The DVJ best for assessing return to play and training to
improve jump performance (Bobbert et al. 1987). DVJ is also best for energy storage/release into
muscle tendons (Ford et al. 2015, Ball et al. 2010). Ground reaction force (GRF) can be a
measure of jump performance and is collected with either a single or dual force plates.
Single force platforms measurements are great to use due to convenience and cost of
equipment (Impellizzeri et al 2007, Bishop et al. 2018). Using dual force plates is the common
way to measure and bilateral differences between both legs. Previous research determined peak
GRF differed between legs when landing from 20 cm regardless of using single or dual force
plates (Bobert et al. 1987, Ball et al. 2010). Using dual force plates is typically used when
measuring bilateral asymmetry.
Asymmetry is the differences of observed characteristics between legs during specific
movement (McLellan et al. 2011, Bishop et al. 2018). When asymmetry is present it can have a
negative impact on jump performance (Impellizzeri et al. 2007). It is best to measure asymmetry
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when performing jump bilaterally when assessing given parameters between both legs (Bishop et
al. 2018). When measuring asymmetry it is commonly assessed during movement.
Measuring asymmetry during movement the common approach used by practitioners
when evaluating performance decrements. For example, researchers determined GRF had no
effect on JH when performing CMJ despite them using a computer simulation to control for
muscle strength (Yoshioka et al. 2010). Higher GRF asymmetry during CMJ was related to
higher strength asymmetry when performing isometric leg press (Impellizzeri et al. 2007).
Despite these findings the impact asymmetry has on gender is widely debated.
Peak GRF asymmetry and impulse asymmetry differed between genders when
performing squat jumps and CMJ (Bailey et al. 2015).Despite not measuring asymmetry, GRF
did not have a gender effect but power did when performing CMJ (Laffaye & Choukou 2009).
Overall, difference that may exist for asymmetry parameters between genders and jump types is
unclear.
Using an external focus may impact asymmetry as previous research determined it can
have positive impacts to jump performance and speed up the learning process (Ford et al. 2005,
Wulf and Dufek 2009). Effort has been shown to increase as participants achieved higher JH
opposed to performing CMJ without external focus (Ford et al. 2005). Similarly, impulse and
joint moments increased when performing CMJ with an external focus (Wulf and Dufek 2009).
Despite these findings, the impact of asymmetry when using an external focus is still unclear.
Specific kinetic parameters has been linked to jump performance. Impulse measures the
accelerated forces involved with change of direction for jump performance (Benjanuvatara et
al.2013). Research supports the contribution GRF, rate of force development, power and impulse
has made to jump performance (Benjanuvatara et al.2013, Impellizzeri et al. 2007, Barker et al.
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2018). Despite the evidence, there is still a paucity in research if relationship exist between
asymmetry parameters and JH.
Therefore this dissertation was separated into three different studies and formatted to
their respected journals for submission. The aim of the first study was to determine which
asymmetry variables best predicted JH formatted for the journal of sports science. The aim of the
second study was to determine if asymmetry differed between genders and different jump types
formatted for the journal of applied biomechanics. The third and final study looked to determine
if asymmetry was impacted when adding external an external focus formatted for the journal of
strength and conditioning research. Sample size was determined using a statistical power
program (G*Power, 2020; Universitat Kiel, Germany) derived from study conducted by Bell et
al 2014.
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CHAPTER 1 – EXPLORATION OF A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOWER
EXTREMITY ASYMMETRY AND JUMP HEIGHT
Vertical jump performance is commonly used by athletes and practitioners to assess
athletic ability1,2. Jumping is a skill that demands specific motor coordination for the human
body perform the complex movement3. The outcome of vertical jump performance is an estimate
of muscle function and is useful when evaluating an athlete’s readiness when performing
physical activity1,4. Plyometrics, a form of exercise that involves rapid change in eccentric and
concentric contractions, are commonly implemented to improve athletic performance5,6,7.
Vertical jump tests are typically completed using a countermovement jump (CMJ)8. The
drop vertical jump (DVJ) is also used to assess jump performance as well as to train jump
performance8. Typically, athletes use CMJ when strategizing to achieve the best outcome
possible for maximal vertical jump height (JH)9. The DVJ is best used for energy storage and
release in muscle and tendons when undergoing rapid contraction changes2,6,8.
There is a wealth of research on the kinetics and kinematics of CMJ and DVJ
movements. In many cases, a single platform is used to assess the total vertical ground reaction
force (GRF)4,8,13. An investigation used a single platform to determined that GRF differed
between CMJ and DVJ when initiated from 20 cm8. Performance using dual force platforms is
common when measuring for GRF for both legs during any given movement. For example, Ball
et al. (2010) reported that the right leg produced higher peak GRF values compared to left leg
during DVJ when initiated from 20 cm6. Researchers have also reported that specific variables
that were derived from GRF were correlated to JH when performing with both legs9.
More recently, there has been research on understanding the coordination between the
two legs as related to performing jumps such as the CMJ and DVJ. Asymmetry is a variable that
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is used to describe the coordination between two legs as it represents how dis-similar a parameter
is during a movement11,13. When performing plyometrics bilaterally, a popular way for assessing
jump performance is by examining how similar both legs are for a given parameter1,13. When
symmetry is disrupted (i.e., increased asymmetry) it could have a negative impact on athletic
performance4. Furthermore, quantifying asymmetries has become a more common practice to
assess performance such as JH14.
There are several ways to quantify for asymmetry. Two common ways are to 1) assess
asymmetry of a parameter independent of a movement and 2) assess asymmetry of a parameter
during the movement. For example, it has been reported that lean muscle mass asymmetry
explained the amount of power asymmetry observed during CMJ1. From an injury standpoint,
when power asymmetry threshold exceeded values >15% during a jump, the person may be at
risk of future injury marks1,13. Another example of this approach to understand asymmetry is that
it has been reported that there was a correlation between higher reactive strength index
asymmetry scores during DVJ and slower sprint times16.
When determining asymmetry during a movement, a specific parameter is measured for
each leg and then either compared between legs or an asymmetry index is calculated and
compared between conditions. For example, using a computer simulation model to control for
strength asymmetry, it has been reported that GRF asymmetry had no effect on JH during CMJ15.
Peak GRF asymmetry when performing CMJ was related to bilateral strength asymmetry when
performed with isometric leg press4. Interestingly, it has been reported that when peak power
asymmetry was greater than 10%, JH was negatively influenced by 3.5 in1. With detrimental
impact to other athletic tasks, it may be that asymmetry values could have a negative impact on
JH. However, the relationship between asymmetry and JH is not known. Furthermore, there is a
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lack of agreement on which parameter asymmetry should be assessed. As noted, peak GRF
asymmetry and power asymmetry have been used in research, but there are a number of other
parameters that could be used to assess asymmetry during a jump.
There are a number of kinetic parameters that are related to jump height when
considering total GRF (i.e., combined left and right GRF). For example, impulse has a strong
correlation to vertical jump performance because it measures accelerative force required to
change the direction of movement12. Along with impulse, rate of force development (RFD) has
been related to jump performance11,12. Overall, there is a strong body of evidence that supports
GRF, RFD, impulse, and power as a whole contribute to jump performance when assessed
bilaterally1,4,9,10,12. Despite the evidence that supports their relation to jump performance, it is not
clear if there is a relationship between asymmetry of these parameters and jump height.
Coincidentally other asymmetry variables that can be derived from GRF have yet to be studied
as well. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine asymmetry variables that were derived
from GRF best predicted JH for different jump types (i.e., CMJ and DVJ). The experimental
approach required identifying many variations of asymmetry via GRF during concentric and
eccentric phases. It was hypothesized that we would see more asymmetry variables during
eccentric phase selected as a predictor for JH compared to concentric phase for CMJ and DVJ.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
A total of 14 participants (7 males, age 27.7  4.4 yrs, height 177  6.7 cm, mass 82.1 
8.8 kg, body fat percentage 18.8  7.9%; 7 females, age 25.6  2.7 yrs, height 161  8.2 cm,
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mass 60.6  12.2 kg, body fat percentage 27.7  8.0%) agreed to participate in the study.
Participants were recreationally active meaning the participated in some form of recreational
exercise activity for at least 3 days a week for a year. All testing procedures were reviewed and
approved by the host institution review board. Upon arrival to the test facility, participants will
have had a copy of informed consent document read, explained and signed prior to their
participation in the study. Participants were informed they could have discontinued the study
any time for any reason. All volunteers for the study were adults who have been recreationally
active for at least year.

Instrumentation
Age and height were collected followed by weight and body composition were recorded
using the InBody 570. A dual-force platform system that was embedded into the floor was used
to measure three-dimensional kinetic data bilaterally at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz (Kistler
Instruments Corp., Amherst, NY). The dual-force platforms were interfaced to a PC integrated
with our data acquisition system (Vicon Motion Systems, Ltd, Oxford, UK; 200 Hz).

Procedure
Before data collection began the participants had both conditions explained and
demonstrated for them. Participants were then allowed to perform a self-selected warmup using
movements of their choosing (≤ 10 min). For testing, they were instructed to perform maximum
effort jumps for each trial. They were prepared to perform as many trials as needed but no more
than 10 in order to collect three clean trials of each condition. They were given up to 60 seconds
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rest in between trials and 5-minute rest in between conditions. Protocol consisted of two different
jumping conditions with the first condition always occurring first.
The first condition was CMJ, and the participants were instructed to stand still as data
collection began. No instructions were provided on CMJ technique other than asking them to
jump and reach as high as possible with each jump.
The second condition was the DVJ which begin with participant standing atop a 30.5 cm
jumping platform. Participants would drop off the platform leading with their dominant leg, land
simultaneously with both feet and immediately perform vertical jump. For DVJ the dominant
leg was defined as the leg they would use to kick a ball as far as possible2. Depth for plyometric
jumps were not controlled and their arms could swing freely as we wanted jumps to be as close
as possible to training environments which would increase external validity17.
For both conditions the participants would land with both feet standing individually on
the two separate force plates. Only for the CMJ would they begin by also standing with each
foot on separate force plates to begin the jumps.

Data reduction
Raw GRF data were processed using a custom laboratory program (MATLAB, R2018a;
The Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MA). Data was smoothed using a fourth-order low pass
Butterworth digital filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz. The GRF profiles for DL and NDL
were summed together to determine total GRF. Body weight was determined from the CMJ
condition by averaging vertical GRF during the standing phase prior to movement.
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CMJ data were extracted for analysis beginning at first initial disruption of baseline force
levels  20 N to the point of landing from the jump (GRF  20 N). For DVJ, data was extracted
from initial landing phase (GRF  20 N) to second landing phase (GRF 20 N).
Vertical acceleration of center of mass (COM) was calculated from total GRF profile
using Newton’s Law of Acceleration (Force=Mass • Acceleration). Vertical velocity of COM
was determined by integrating the vertical acceleration profile with respect to time. Vertical
displacement of COM was derived from vertical velocity with respect to time. To calculate for
JH, flight time was determined as the time in the air subtracted from landing to takeoff. Flight
time was then used to determine JH using the equation: JH = 0.5 x g (0.5 x flight time)2 , where g
is acceleration due to the force of gravity (-9.81 m/s-2).
GRF data from each limb were also analyzed. Each GRF profile was identified as being
dominant leg or nondominant leg. Each GRF profile then followed the same followed the same
integration method using Newton’s Law of Acceleration with dividing mass and body weight by
2.
Variables for both jump types were divided amongst two separate phases before takeoff
which were eccentric and concentric phases. Eccentric phase for CMJ was identified from when
starting position decreased below -2.54 cm to lowest point on position profile before takeoff
(Figure 1). Eccentric phase for DVJ was defined as the point of contact from initial landing
phase on GRF profile > 20 N to lowest point on position profile (Figure 2). Variables for
eccentric phase were identified as the following:
•

Eccentric time: (CMJ) total time from position decent beginning at -2.54 cm to
lowest point on position profile; (DVJ) total time from initial contact > 20 N to
lowest point on position profile
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•

Average eccentric GRF: was derived from the mean of GRF profile during
eccentric phase.

•

Peak eccentric GRF: was the highest GRF value on GRF profile during the
eccentric phase.

•

Average normalized eccentric GRF: was calculated by dividing eccentric GRF by
body weight in Newton’s.

•

Peak normalized eccentric GRF: was derived from peak eccentric GRF divided by
body weight in Newton’s.

•

Eccentric RFD: was derived from eccentric peak GRF with respect to time to
eccentric peak GRF

•

Eccentric velocity: was derived from velocity profile during the eccentric phase.

•

Eccentric power: derived from mean of power profile during eccentric phase.

•

Peak eccentric power: highest power value on power profile during eccentric
phase.

•

Eccentric rate of power development: derived from eccentric peak power divided
by time to peak eccentric power.

•

Eccentric impulse: was calculated as the sum of each individual point on GRF
profile during eccentric phase that was multiplied with respect to time.

Concentric phase for both jumps is defined as lowest point on position profile to GRF
profile decreased below 20 N just before takeoff. Variables for both jumps during the concentric
phase were identified by the following (Table 1):
•

Concentric time: was difference in time of peak GRF during concentric phase to
lowest position of COM.
10

•

Average concentric GRF: was derived from the mean of GRF profile during
concentric phase.

•

Peak concentric GRF: was the highest GRF value on GRF profile during the
concentric phase.

•

Average normalized concentric force: was calculated by dividing concentric GRF
by body weight in Newton’s.

•

Peak normalized concentric GRF: was derived from concentric peak GRF divided
by body weight in Newton’s.

•

Concentric RFD: was derived from concentric peak GRF divided by time
concentric time.

•

Concentric velocity: was derived from velocity profile during the concentric
phase.

•

Concentric power: derived from mean of power profile during the concentric
phase.

•

Peak concentric power: highest power value on power profile during concentric
phase

•

Concentric rate of power development: derived from peak concentric power
divided by time to peak concentric power.

•

Concentric impulse: was calculated as the sum of each individual point on GRF
profile during concentric phase that was multiplied with respect to time.

Asymmetry values were calculated using the following equation: (DL – NDL) / (DL +
NDL) *100, to determine percent different between legs11(14).
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Statistical analyses
All dependent variables were placed in a multiple stepwise regression analysis and used
to find which best predicted JH for CMJ and DVJ. The statistical significance was set at α =
0.05.
Predictor variables for analyses were all asymmetry variables. Statistical analysis was
done using SPSS (version 25).

RESULTS
Results from the multiple regression analysis are presented in Table 2. For CMJ only
concentric impulse asymmetry was selected as a predictor for JH (F(1,12) = 44.564, p< 0.001, R2
= 0.788) (Figure 3). The equation for predicting JH for CMJ is expressed as followed: JH =
0.392 + 0.007 (concentric impulse asymmetry).
For DVJ only concentric rate of force development asymmetry and peak eccentric GRF
asymmetry, (F(2,11) = 23.962, p< .001, R2 = 0.813) were only variables to predict jump height.
The equation for predict JH for the DVJ: JH = 0.378 + 0.009 (concentric rate of force
development asymmetry) - 0.002 (peak eccentric GRF asymmetry).

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The main observation of this study is that it was determined that for CMJ, only concentric
impulse asymmetry could predict JH. For DVJ, only peak eccentric force asymmetry and
concentric rate of force development asymmetry were the only predictors for JH. We reject our
hypothesis as we did not see from our analysis did not yield more eccentric variables compared
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to concentric variables. In fact, there were only three predictor asymmetry variables collectively
which means asymmetry may not have a strong ability to predict maximal effort JH.
The lack of strong relationship between asymmetry of many GRF variables and JH is
somewhat supported in the literature. For example, Similar to the present study, Benjanuvatra et
al (2013) reported no significant correlations between JH and asymmetry of peak GRF during the
concentric phase when performing bilateral CMJ12. Likewise, when preforming DVJ, no
difference for asymmetry of peak GRF between both legs during the first initial landing phase or
eccentric phase was observed18. The lack of difference in asymmetry of peak GRF between legs
suggest symmetry. It may be that the task of maximal vertical jump requires a certain level of
symmetry – and therefore, asymmetry would have a ceiling effect. That is, the importance of
understanding asymmetry may lie more so in sub-maximal efforts vs maximal.
Loading during the eccentric phase is important as the potential energy is being
maximized during that moment. Training professionals understand that the release of maximal
kinetic energy during the concentric phase is dependent upon potential energy storage during
eccentric phase. Through this reasoning is why it was initially hypothesized that the eccentric
phase would produce more variables that predict JH.
In the present study, during the eccentric phase 13 of 14 participants favored dominant
leg while loading. Our analyses determined peak eccentric GRF asymmetry for DVJ was
selected as a predictor variable. Previous work also observed peak GRF before takeoff was
different between legs when initiated from 20 cm but not for 40cm, and 60 cm and this also
could be explained by coordination6. Investigators reported a difference of 247 N between legs
on initial landing phase for DVJ when initiated from 30.5 cm19. These previous studies
determined asymmetry for peak GRF existed during initial contact phase, and our study
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determined peak eccentric GRF asymmetry is predictor for JH. Taken together, it seems that the
greater the difference in GRF between the DL and NDL during the eccentric phase, the greater
the impact on JH.
A reason asymmetry between legs exist may be related DVJ initiation height. CMJ begins
with both legs lowering simultaneously from a standing position. It was determined that DVJ had
higher means for the peak eccentric GRF asymmetry, and average eccentric GRF asymmetry
regardless of body weight normalization. Beginning DVJ from a greater height would be best
solution for more symmetrical balance between legs. Peak GRF asymmetry could be related to
the participants coordination of the movement. Requiring propulsive forces that propels the body
upward, jumping relies on a complexity of motor coordination1. During the CMJ the participant
initiated the jump from a erect standing position to lower themselves, whereas DVJ dropped off
of a box from a predetermined height. The eccentric phase is important as it is the
predeterminant for jump performance outcomes. The strategy that is incorporated for maximal
jump performance is dependent on coordination of the lower extremities3.
It was observed overall there were more variables that were more predictor variables
selected in the concentric phase compared to the eccentric phase. Previous work reported
impulse asymmetry correlated with JH despite restricted arm swings12. Results from that study
coincides with our results that impulse asymmetry has an impact on jump performance (Figure
3). With the use of arm swings, CMJ is due to vertical impulse exerted on jumper between
minimum vertical displacement and point before takeoff11. We instructed our participants to use
arms swings and reach as high as possible. Based off prior research we took into account the role
arm swings would have on jump performance during our protocol. Arm swings are incorporated
with a lot of sport specific dynamic movements that cause a vigorous upward movement that
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would enhance performance11. This possibly explains part of the reason to why predictor variable
for DVJ was concentric RFD asymmetry, and CMJ was concentric impulse asymmetry (Figure
4).
Requiring propulsive forces that propels the body upward, jumping relies on a
complexity of motor coordination1. During the CMJ the participant initiated the jump from a
erect standing position to lower themselves, whereas DVJ dropped off of a box from a
predetermined height. The eccentric phase is important as it is the predeterminant for jump
performance outcomes. The strategy that is incorporated for maximal jump performance is
dependent on coordination of the lower extremities3. During the eccentric phase multiple
participants favored one leg while loading. Our analyses determined peak eccentric GRF
asymmetry for DVJ was selected as a predictor variable. Peak GRF was different between legs
when initiated from different drop heights is related to coordination of movement6. Although the
legs are supposed to make contact with ground simultaneously, the dominant leg may land first6.
Having to support of majority of body weight if one leg does land first could, this results in
higher peak eccentric GRF asymmetry as our results reported. A solution for this could to begin
DVJ from a greater height. For our protocol we initiated DVJ from 30.5 cm platform. CMJ
begins with both legs lowering simultaneously from a standing position. DVJ had higher means
for the peak eccentric GRF asymmetry, and average eccentric GRF asymmetry regardless of
body weight normalization (Table 3). Beginning DVJ from a greater height would be best
solution for more symmetrical balance between legs.
Limitations that must be addressed in regards to future directions of research. We did not
categorized those who may have possibly sustained an injury in the past. Future research should
take that into account has that could help relate to JH.
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For the purpose of this study, gender was not considered a factor and our sample
population included equal numbers of males and females. Future research is needed to determine
if asymmetry of these variables is influenced by gender.
Another limitation of this study is that the results cannot be generalized to a specific
group of athletes. Also, we only measured DVJ when initiated from 30.5 in. Possibly increases to
drop height may have an influence on asymmetry values. The way we identified the eccentric
phase and concentric phase for each limb influenced our results.
Determining the eccentric and concentric phases is influenced by the way GRF profiles
are used. Specifically, phases could be determined by total GRF or by using one or the other
single leg GRF profiles. Further research is needed to determine if the manner in which phases
are determined influence the outcome of the study. For example, the eccentric phases ended and
the concentric phase began at the lowest point of COM on position graph for each leg. Some
participants reached lowest point way sooner with one leg compared to the other created higher
asymmetry values do to the huge discrepancy in time. The differences in the time explains the
abnormally high percentages that were exhibited for some participants. For this study asymmetry
was heavily influenced by the time to completion of phases. For future research this study if
repeated may would look to use different method for identifying eccentric phase and concentric
phase.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion only concentric impulse asymmetry for CMJ, and concentric rate of force
development asymmetry and peak eccentric GRF asymmetry for DVJ were selected to predict
JH from a pool of 22 number of variables. CMJ requires rapid change of direction because of
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initiation of movement begins from a standstill. Impulse is associated with forces responsible for
change of direction which would explain the relationship shown with CMJ12. Previous research
reported differences between legs in GRF when performing DVJ from 20 cm due to lack of
coordination6. For our study, DVJ was initiated from 30.5 cm which could be related as to why
peak eccentric GRF asymmetry and concentric rate of force development asymmetry were
selected as predictor variable.
Practitioners typically use plyometrics during training programs to improve vertical jump
performance. Along with strength training, plyometrics work to improve coordination and
muscle function during eccentric and concentric phase. Asymmetry may have a ceiling that is
present when performing maximal effort jumps. It may be that the participant strategizes the best
way possible to perform a maximal effort jump that requires symmetry. It is not known at this
time if a disruption of symmetry influences JH.
Each participant individually exhibited similar movement pattern for each of their trials
and conditions. Achieving maximal jump height is dependent upon the amount of force that is
produced collectively between both legs. Eventually the athlete will reach a limit as to the
amount of GRF that is produced and maximal JH reached. Therefore, if the athlete exhibits
asymmetry, a ceiling to the percentages values will be reached as well. This could be due to the
demands of the sport or lifestyle that the athlete adapts. In the end, findings of this present study
concludes overall asymmetry is not a strong predictor of jump performance.

Disclosure Statement
No potential conflict of interest for study is reported by authors.
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TABLE 1
Table 1. Calculations for each dependent variable during the eccentric and concentric phases
for countermovement jump and drop vertical jumps.
Variable Names
Eccentric Phase
Concentric Phase
Normalized Force
Average eccentric force / Body
Average concentric force /
weight (N)
Body weight (N)
Normalized Peak Force
Peak eccentric force / Body
Peak concentric force /
weight (N)
Body weight (N)
Rate of Force
Peak eccentric force / time to
Peak concentric force / time
Development
peak eccentric force
to peak concentric force
Velocity
Average velocity during
Average velocity during
eccentric phase
concentric phase
Power
Average eccentric force x
Average concentric force x
average eccentric velocity
average concentric velocity
Peak Power
Highest power value on power
Highest power value on
profile during eccentric phase
power profile during
concentric phase
Rate of Power
Peak eccentric power / time to
Peak concentric power /
Development
peak eccentric power
time to peak concentric
power
Theses equations were used to find the values individually for each leg which was then used to
find asymmetry percentages.
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TABLE 2
Table 2. Pearson’s correlation for all dependent variables to jump height for
countermovement jump and drop vertical jump
Asymmetry Variables
CMJ Correlations
DVJ Correlations
Jump Height
1.000
1.000
Peak Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
-.071
-.171*
Peak Concentric GRF Asymmetry
.219
.625
Average Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
.418
.083
Average Concentric GRF Asymmetry
-.600
.553
Average Eccentric Normalized GRF
.418
.083
Asymmetry
Average Concentric Normalized GRF
-.600
.553
Asymmetry
Peak Eccentric Normalized GRF
-.071
-.171
Asymmetry
Peak Concentric Normalized GRF
.219
.625
Asymmetry
Eccentric RFD Asymmetry
.496
-.194
Concentric RFD Asymmetry
-.760
.846*
Eccentric Velocity Asymmetry
.296
.207
Concentric Velocity Asymmetry
-.506
.232
Eccentric Power Asymmetry
.322
.064
Concentric Power Asymmetry
-.486
.395
Eccentric Peak Power Asymmetry
.270
-.164
Concentric Peak Power Asymmetry
.178
.464
Eccentric RPD Asymmetry
.502
-.175
Concentric RPD Asymmetry
-.675
.668
Eccentric Impulse Asymmetry
.178
-.005
Concentric Impulse Asymmetry
.888*
-.341
Eccentric Time Asymmetry
-.695
.182
Concentric Time Asymmetry
.861
-.719
GRF = Ground reaction force, RFD = Rate of Force Development, RPD = Rate of Power
Development
*predictor variables for jump height
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TABLE 3
Table 3. Descriptive summary (mean ± SD) for CMJ and DVJ asymmetry variables
Asymmetry Variables
CMJ Mean (n=14)
DVJ Mean (n=14)
Jump Height
0.294 ± 0.196
0.336 0.101
Peak Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
1.866 ± 7.830
16.376 13.789
Peak Concentric GRF Asymmetry
1.836 ± 5.725
3.565 7.587
Average Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
1.568  8.082
8.381 9.298
Average Concentric GRF Asymmetry
3.878  8.403
2.336 8.579
Average Eccentric Normalized GRF
1.568  8.082
8.381 9.298
Asymmetry
Average Concentric Normalized GRF
3.878  8.403
2.336 8.579
Asymmetry
Peak Eccentric Normalized GRF
1.866  7.830
16.376 13.789
Asymmetry
Peak Concentric Normalized GRF
1.836  5.725
3.565 7.587
Asymmetry
Eccentric RFD Asymmetry
-0.724  14.430
9.379 9.985
Concentric RFD Asymmetry
7.211  20.252
-1.826 11.587
Eccentric Velocity Asymmetry
0.424  10.402
6.699 10.497
Concentric Velocity Asymmetry
2.334  11.526
5.653 11.896
Eccentric Power Asymmetry
2.287  15.562
17.184 18.821
Concentric Power Asymmetry
6.336  17.384
7.291 18.000
Eccentric Peak Power Asymmetry
1.853  15.882
25.621 24.865
Concentric Peak Power Asymmetry
3.496  11.496
6.851 13.988
Eccentric RPD Asymmetry
-0.017  18.845
18.141 19.313
Concentric RPD Asymmetry
9.151  23.726
3.216 18.807
Eccentric Impulse Asymmetry
-9.921  21.702
9.420 15.607
Concentric Impulse Asymmetry
28.715  34.125
17.151 17.020
Eccentric Time Asymmetry
2.356  9.505
-1.021  3.209
Concentric Time Asymmetry
-3.919  15.347
4.195  5.757
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FIGURE 1

Figure 1. Graph from custom MATLAB program that illustrates the integration method used to
identify eccentric and concentric phase during countermovement jump for left leg. The graphs
are positioned from top to bottom position, power, velocity, acceleration and ground reaction
force. Points for data extraction and calculation are highlighted above. Impulse represents the
calculation for the area under the curve. RFD = rate of force development; RPD = rate of power
development.
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FIGURE 2

Figure 2. Graph from custom MATLAB program that illustrates the integration method used to
identify eccentric and concentric phase during drop vertical jump. The graphs are positioned
from top to bottom as followed: position, velocity, acceleration and ground reaction force (GRF).
Points for data extraction and calculation are highlighted above. Impulse represents the
calculation for the area under the curve. RFD = rate of force development; RPD = rate of power
development.
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FIGURE 3

CMJ JH vs concentric Impulse asymmetry
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Figure 3. Scatter plot displays relationship between jump height (JH) and concentric impulse
asymmetry which illustrates higher positive asymmetry values equates to higher JH.
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FIGURE 4

DVJ JH vs concentric RFD asymmetry
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Figure 4. The positive trendline that is displayed on the graph represents the relationship between
jump height (JH) and concentric RFD asymmetry for DVJ. The values illustrate the higher the
positive asymmetry values are, the greater the JH.
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CHAPTER 2 – INVESTIGATION OF ASYMMETRY BETWEEN DIFFERENT JUMP
TYPES AND GENDERS
Practitioners typically use vertical jump performance to asses for athletic ability1,2,3.
Countermovement jumps (CMJ) and drop vertical jumps (DVJ) are two well-known plyometric
exercises that are regularly performed4. When trying to achieve maximal jump performance CMJ
is the popular technique of choice5. DVJ improves energy storage and release in muscles and
tendons during rapid changes in contractions4,6. These jumps are normally performed bilateral,
(i.e. using both legs simultaneously), and provides muscle function that is used as a baseline to
evaluate return to play1. Both legs are thought to have equally contributing characteristics
otherwise performance can be negatively impacted1,7. Yet it is common to have values favor one
leg during specific movement due to demands of sport or lifestyle7. It is believed that jump
performance outcomes are best when symmetry is displayed between observed characteristics1.
Symmetry is when characteristics that are being observed are evenly matched between
two participating sides9. Asymmetry occurs when observed characteristics noticeably favor one
limb during movements or exercises9. There are two common methods used for quantifying
asymmetry. One method is quantifying via a parameter that is independent of movement. This
method investigates many of the morphological traits (i.e. muscle mass, height, body fat) that
would relate to asymmetry10. For example, researchers determined athletes whose lean mass
asymmetry of lower limbs exceed 15% are at an increased risk for injury1,11. Researchers used a
computer simulation to control for human muscle strength asymmetry and determined that a
difference of 10% muscle strength asymmetry had no effect on jump performance12. Having
knowledge of asymmetry such as this could provide better understanding for risk of injury1.
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Asymmetry can also be quantified during movement. For example, while performing
CMJ higher peak ground reaction force (GRF) asymmetry values were correlated to slower
sprint times13. Coincidentally, Roche and Mercer (submitted) reported peak GRF asymmetry
during eccentric phase as a key predictor to jump height (JH) when performing a DVJ (Roche &
Mercer, submitted). Asymmetry has been widely debated across literature as to which variables
has a detrimental impact to jump performance6. Due to the variety of causes that exist to impact
jump performance, identifying a single cause for performance decrements may be difficult7.
Prior research investigated the effect gender may have during CMJ. When performing
unilateral lateral jump landing, peak GRF when to body weight was higher in females verses
males for dominant leg and nondominant leg and determined asymmetry exsit14. Researchers
confirmed peak GRF asymmetry exist between genders along with impulse asymmetry but not
rate of force development (RFD) asymmetry when performing CMJ15.
DVJ improve jump performance compared to CMJ and its differences between genders
has been noted16. When drop height was 30.5 cm, flight time was determined to differ between
genders17. However, an interaction for JH was determined to not exist between genders and DJV
from different drop heights16. Asymmetry between genders exist when performing and single
jump type, but differences of asymmetry between different jump types are yet to be known.
When performing DVJ, RFD asymmetry was selected as a predictor for JH from a
regression analysis (Roche & Mercer, submitted). Impulse was correlated to jump performance
and when measured via asymmetry was determined a predictor for JH (Roche & Mercer
submitted). The impact these variables have on jump performance is evident through research,
but a gap exist as to whether asymmetry differ between genders and various jump types.
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Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate if measures of asymmetry differ
between jump types and genders. We hypothesize that all asymmetry variables would differ
between gender and jump type.
METHODS
Fourteen participants (7 males, age 27.7  4.4 yrs, height 177  6.7 cm, mass 82.1  8.8
kg, percent body fat 18.8  7.9%; 7 females, age 25.6  2.7 yrs, height 161  8.2 cm, mass 60.6 
12.2 kg, percent body fat 27.7  8.0%) participated in the study. The testing procedures that were
used during this study were reviewed and approved by the host institution review board. Before
initiation of any testing began, participants had read and explained to them the informed consent
document followed by their signature to approve their participation in the study. For any reason
the participants were allowed to discontinue the study at any time. Those who agreed to
participate in the study were all at least 18 years of age and have been recreationally active for a
year. To be considered recreationally active, one had to participate in any recreational exercise
activity at least 3 days a week for a year.
Age, height, weight, body composition and dominant leg (DL) were all measured and
recorded by the research team. The InBody 570 was used to gather weight and body
composition. The DL was the leg that they would use to kick a ball as hard as they can2.
Participants were allowed a self-select warmup (≤ 10 min) before beginning of testing.
Testing procedures consisted of two jumping conditions that were explained and demonstrated
for each participant.
The first condition was the CMJ, participant begin with each foot standing individually
on imbedded dual force plates (Kistler Instruments Corp., Amherst, NY, sample rate: 1000 Hz).
Next, they will begin squatting with both legs until reaching their preferred depth. Upon reaching
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their preferred depth, they would then reverse direction and propel themselves as high as
possible leaving and landing with both feet atop the force plates simultaneously. Movement ends
when participant returns to a standing upright position.
The second condition used for the study was the DVJ. The participant began standing
atop a 30.5 cm jumping platform. Next the participants leading with their DL will drop from the
platform landing simultaneously or with both feet separately on each force plate in a squatting
motion until preferred depth is reached. When preferred depth is reached, they would propel
themselves upward leaving and landing with both feet atop the force plates simultaneously.
Movement ends when participant returns to a standing upright position.
A total of 3 successful trials of each condition will be used for data analysis, but
participant will perform no more than 10 trials for each condition. A trail was deemed successful
for CMJ when participant began in and landed on top of force plates. DVJ was deemed
successful when participant initially landed and secondly landed on top of force plates. As long
as initial contact from landing was made on force pates, they did not have to stick the landing.
Participants were encouraged to give maximum effort for each jump they perform. A maximum
of 60 seconds rest was given between trials and up to 5-minute rest between conditions. Each
condition was randomized for each participant. Participants were allowed to swing their arms
freely and depth for each jump was not controlled as we wanted to mimic a normal training
environment as close as possible to increase external validity6.
Processing of the raw GRF data was completed using a custom laboratory program
(MATLAB, R2018a; The Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MA). A fourth-order low pass Butterworth
digital filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz was used to smooth data18. The sum of the GRF
profiles of right and left leg were used to find total GRF. To begin CMJ trials, participants stood
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motionless with a foot on each force plates for us to gather the average body weight at baseline
levels in Newton’s for data normalization. The GRF data was trimmed beginning at initial
disruption  20 N to baseline levels to landing phase (GRF  20 N). The DVJ data was extracted
from initial contact of first landing phase (GRF  20 N) to second landing phase (GRF 20 N).
Newton’s Law of Acceleration equation (Force=Mass x Acceleration) was used to calculate
vertical acceleration of center of mass (COM). Vertical velocity of COM was calculated from
vertical acceleration with respect to time. Vertical displacement of COM was derived from
vertical velocity with respect to time. To calculate for JH flight time was found from subtracting
time to landing from takeoff. Next, flight time was then used in one of Newton’s Uniform of
Accelerated Motion equations to find JH. The following calculation was used: JH = 0.5 x g (0.5
x flight time)2. In this formula g is acceleration due to the force of gravity (-9.8 m/s2).
Eccentric phase for CMJ was initiated when position decreased from beginning of
movement to lowest point on position profile. Eccentric phase for DVJ was identified as initial
point of contact from initial landing phase on GRF profile > 20 N to lowest point on position
profile. The eccentric phase variables were identified as the following:
•

Average eccentric GRF: GRF during eccentric phase average normalized to body
weight.

•

Peak eccentric GRF: highest GRF data point during eccentric phase normalized to
body weight.

•

Eccentric RFD: highest GRF data point during eccentric phase dived by
difference of time between peak GRF and starting point eccentric phase.

•

Eccentric power: the average of power profile during eccentric phase
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•

Eccentric impulse: derived from each individual data point on GRF profile during
eccentric phase multiplied with respect to time then each data point were summed
together.

The concentric phase was identified as lowest point on position profile to point on the
GRF profile ≤ 20 N before takeoff. Concentric phase variables were identified as the following
(Figure 1):
•

Average concentric GRF: GRF during concentric phase average normalized to
body weight.

•

Peak concentric GRF: highest GRF data point during concentric phase normalized
to body weight.

•

Concentric RFD: highest GRF during concentric phase dived by difference of
time between peak GRF and starting point of concentric phase.

•

Concentric power: the average of power profile during concentric phase

•

Concentric impulse: derived from each individual data point on GRF profile
during concentric phase multiplied with respect to time then each data point were
summed together.

Asymmetry was calculated using the following equation18: (DL – NDL) / (DL + NDL)
*100.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS (version 25). Dependent variables for each jump
type were every variable listed for eccentric phase and concentric phase. A mixed factor analysis
of variance (jump type x gender) was used for each of dependent variables. Statistical
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significance was set at α = 0.05. If an interaction was detected, independent t-tests were used to
conduct planned comparisons of men and women for each jump type. Specifically: Women CMJ
vs. Men CMJ and Women DVJ vs Men DVJ.

RESULTS
Average concentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 5.145, p>0.043) were influenced by
interaction of jump type and gender (Table 1). Planned comparisons determined source of
interaction was present between genders during DVJ (t(12) = -2.300, p>0.040) but not CMJ
(t(12) = -0.205, p<0.841) (Table 2). Peak concentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 6.442, p>0.026)
were also influenced by the interaction of jump type and gender. Planned comparisons indicated
that interaction was present between genders for DVJ (t(12) = 2.461, p>0.030) but not for CMJ
(t(12) = 0.897, p<0.387) (Figure 2).
For eccentric phase (Table 1), main effects were exhibited for jump type regardless of
gender for average eccentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 10.566, p>0.007), peak eccentric GRF
asymmetry (F(1,12) = 13.947, p>0.003), eccentric RFD asymmetry (F(1,12) = 13.819, p>0.003),
eccentric power asymmetry (F(1,12) = 11.129, p>0.006). For concentric phase (Table 1), the
only variable to have main effects for jump type regardless of gender was concentric impulse
asymmetry (F(1,12) = 8.529, p>0.013).
For eccentric phase (Table 1), no main effects were exhibited for gender regardless of
jump type for average eccentric GRF (F(1,12) = 2.115, p>0.172), peak eccentric GRF (F(1,12) =
0.008, p>0.932), eccentric RFD (F(1,12) = 0.126, p>0.729), eccentric power (F(1,12) = 2.362,
p>0.150), eccentric impulse (F(1,12) = 0.711, p>0.416). For concentric phase no main effects
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were exhibited for concentric RFD (F(1,12) = 0.013, p>0.912), concentric power (F(1,12) =
1.280, p>0.280), concentric impulse (F(1,12) = 1.125, p>0.310).

DISCUSSION
The most import observation of this study was that, despite only two of the asymmetry
variables (Average GRF and Peak GRF during the concentric phase) of the 10 asymmetry
variables measured none of the others were influenced by gender. The important of these two
variables is that they are both during the concentric phase which the subject is generating force to
propel themselves for the vertical jump. It may be that the focus of asymmetry comparisons
between genders should be on the concentric phase as this is important determent of jump
performance. However, what seems important is that asymmetry of rate of force development,
power, and impulse during the concentric phase were not influenced by gender. Furthermore,
none of the asymmetry variables for the eccentric phases were influenced by gender. Thus, if
there is a gender effect on asymmetry, it seems to be very selective in terms of the parameters
measured in this study.
The results of our post hoc analysis determined source of interaction for average
concentric GRF asymmetry and peak concentric GRF asymmetry was present for DVJ but not
for CMJ. We observed similar findings as prior research reported peak GRF asymmetry did not
differ between genders when performing CMJ19. Gender differences were observed for GRF
during DVJ17. Yet, our findings disagreed with previous research who reported peak GRF had no
interaction between gender and DVJ from different drop heights16. In that study they did not
measure for asymmetry. Our results found gender had an impact on asymmetry on DVJ, but
further research is needed to determine the impact during different drop heights.
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No asymmetry variable, besides GRF, that we measured had a main effect of gender
regardless of jump type. Our analyses set out to determine that asymmetry was different between
jump type and gender. Although the lack of impact caused by gender could be associated with
this study for any variable other than GRF, it is not conclusive and requires further research.
Main effects were exhibited for eccentric impulse asymmetry and concentric impulse
asymmetry for jump type regardless of gender. Previous research determined females displayed a
relationship between impulse asymmetry and JH compared to men19. Mean values for eccentric
impulse asymmetry were higher for males vs. females during CMJ and DVJ. However, for
concentric impulse asymmetry mean values were higher for females vs. males during CMJ and
DVJ (Table3, Table 4). These high asymmetry values could have a negative impact on jump
performance as values exceeding 10% decreases JH by 9 cm1. Interestingly, research also
determined that those who exhibited asymmetry values > 15% produced the highest jump
height9. Asymmetry may be a result of limb dominance that is magnified by specific movement
or lifestyle9. Testing athletes performing task specific to their sport would alter lower extremity
biomechanics and have an influence on the magnitude of asymmetry (i.e. volleyball spike)2 .
A cofounding factor of our research such as this that determines eccentric and concentric
phases during jumping is the discrete events indicating the starting and ending points of these
phases. In our study the eccentric phase for the CMJ was defined as the point from when position
initially decreased below standing position to the lowest point on position graph. During the
DVJ, the eccentric phases was defined as starting at the point of contact to ending at the lowest
position. The lowest position was determined by adjusting the GRF to determine acceleration of
the center of mass and then double integrating to yield position data. In order to analyze
asymmetry, the GRF for each side was used independent of the other side in this process. In
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essence, the process to determine position data required the mathematical assumption of
symmetry. That allowed us to determine a center of mass position vs. time profile using only one
side. Phases were then determined based upon this position profile. The process was then
repeated for the other side. Note that this approach is different than combining both GRF profiles
and determining a single position vs. time profile for the center of mass. The reason for using
individual GRF data was that we wanted our analysis to be sensitive to detecting asymmetry of
phases. However, we recognize that this approach may lead to magnifying asymmetry. For
instance, this might explain the high mean and standard deviation values for concentric impulse
asymmetry were noticeably high for men and women during DVJ (Table 3). Specifically,
discrepancy in times of phases between legs is likely the reason for such large asymmetry
percentage values.
Based on our current analysis, it is now hypothesized that gender asymmetry is related to
different drop heights. Peak GRF differed between legs for men when drop height was 20 cm but
did not when increased to 40 cm and 60 cm6. However, research determined there was not an
interaction for peak GRF between gender and DVJ from different drop heights16. The results
from our findings determined gender impacted GRF asymmetry during concentric phase for
DVJ, and we only used a drop height of 30.5 cm. Besides GRF asymmetry variables during
concentric phase, no other variable measured were impacted by gender. Also, for this study
direction of asymmetry were recorded. In other words, positive asymmetry values indicates DL
was favored during movement and vice versa. Measuring the magnitude of asymmetry regardless
of direction may have produced more interactions during our analysis, but further research is
needed.
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Our research is limited as we did not measure a specific athletic population. Also, we did
not categorize participants by lower extremity injuries that occurred prior to study. The age of
participants varied so therefore this cannot be generalized to specific age group. We only used a
predetermined height of 30.5 cm to initiate box jumps. Previous research suggests asymmetry
could be impacted by initiation height for DVJ after determining differences for peak GRF
between legs for 20 cm, 40 cm, and 60 cm initiation height6. The use of arm swings in our study
made it difficult to determine if asymmetry occurred as a result of force production of shift in
center of mass due to arm swings15. Another methodological limitation is the way we choose to
derive our variables. Using GRF to derive for power asymmetry and impulse asymmetry may
have produced high asymmetry values because of the time to completion of phases between legs.
Using different methods to identify for power asymmetry and impulse asymmetry should be
considered for future directions.
In conclusion, only average concentric GRF asymmetry and peak concentric GRF
asymmetry were influenced by interaction of jump type and gender. Overall, gender interaction
for concentric GRF asymmetry was present for DVJ and not CMJ. Previous research determined
differences of GRF for left and right legs between genders during DVJ because of initial drop
height17. This may explain why we had interaction for concentric GRF asymmetry and peak
concentric GRF asymmetry between genders for DVJ. We took into account direction of
asymmetry which may have confounded our results. Focusing on the magnitude of asymmetry
without regards of direction could have produced more interactions for our asymmetry variables
measured. Therefore, when taking into account magnitude of asymmetry differences may
actually exist that would not show up with direction of asymmetry. Also, we only used one
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initiation height of 30.5 cm for DVJ. Future research should focus on magnitude of asymmetry
and DVJ executed from different drop heights.
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TABLE 4
Table 4. Mixed factor ANOVA between jump type and gender results for eccentric and
concentric phases and main effects for jump type regardless of gender
Mixed Factor
Jump Types
Gender
ANOVA
Asymmetry Variables
F
P Value F Statistic P Value F Statistic
P
Statistic
Value
Average eccentric
0.247
0.628
10.566*
0.007*
2.115
0.172
GRF
Average concentric
5.145** 0.043**
0.882
0.366
0.987
0.340
GRF
Peak eccentric GRF
0.613
0.449
13.947*
0.003*
0.008
0.932
Peak concentric GRF
6.442** 0.026**
2.341
0.152
3.369
0.091
Eccentric RFD
1.565
0.235
13.819*
0.003*
0.126
0.729
Concentric RFD
4.695
0.051
2.057
0.177
0.013
0.912
Eccentric power
0.425
0.527
11.129*
0.006*
2.362
0.150
Concentric power
1.934
0.190
0.062
0.808
1.280
0.280
Eccentric impulse
0.122
0.733
0.548
0.473
0.711
0.416
Concentric impulse
2.046
0.178
8.529*
0.013*
1.125
0.310
GRF = ground reaction force, RFD = rate of force development
**Mixed factor ANOVA significant difference at p ≤ 0.05
* Main effects at p ≤ 0.05
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TABLE 5
Table 5. Independent t-test to determine source of interaction between jump types
and genders
Countermovement Jump
Drop Vertical Jump
Asymmetry Variables
F Statistic
P Value
F Statistic P Value
Peak concentric GRF
13.257*
0.003*
4.478
0.056
Average concentric GRF
-0.205
0.841
9.599*
0.045*
GRF = ground reaction force, RFD = rate of force development
*Main effects at p ≤ 0.05
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TABLE 6
Table 6. CMJ Descriptive summary (mean ± SD) for men and women
CMJ Asymmetry Variables CMJ Men Mean ± SD

Women Mean ± SD

Average eccentric GRF*

4.899% ± 7.652

-1.607% ± 3.568

Average concentric GRF** 3.820% ± 6.957

4.880% ± 11.808

Peak eccentric GRF*

4.264% ± 9.271

0.939% ± 6.757

Peak concentric GRF**

3.216% ± 7.739

0.457% ± 2.584

Eccentric RFD*

4.321% ± 7.604

-3.061% ± 7.552

Concentric RFD

1.741% ± 7.860

11.887% ± 26.122

Eccentric power*

9.719% ± 17.548

-5.294% ± 7.424

Concentric power

8.764% ± 14.643

7.031% ± 19.991

Eccentric impulse*

5.897% ± 12.809

2.881% ± 12.919

Concentric impulse*

7.053% ± 11.906

-13.063% ± 31.144

GRF = Ground reaction force
Note: ** indicates interaction between gender and jump type
Note: * indicates main effect for jump type regardless of genders
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TABLE 7
Table 7. DVJ Descriptive summary (mean ± SD) for men and women
DVJ Asymmetry Variables
Men Mean ± SD
Women Mean ± SD
Average eccentric GRF*
10.531% ± 12.226
6.061% ± 6.102
Average concentric GRF**
6.784% ± 9.020
-2.271% ± 5.207
Peak eccentric GRF*
15.154% ± 18.123
17.607% ± 8.941
Peak concentric GRF**
7.793% ± 7.841
-0.680% ± 4.635
Eccentric rate of force
15.470% ± 19.889
19.399% ± 10.400
development*
Concentric rare of force
5.406% ± 9.326
-6.127% ± 6.582
development
Eccentric power*
21.739% ± 24.029
12.561% ± 14.398
Concentric power
14.964% ± 17.267
-1.864% ± 13.866
Eccentric impulse*
12.864% ± 25.998
5.387% ± 10.412
Concentric impulse**
18.204% ± 25.135
19.500% ± 11.945
GRF = Ground reaction force
Note: ** indicates interaction between gender and jump type
Note: * indicates main effect for jump type
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FIGURE 5

Figure 5. Graphs from custom MATLAB program that illustrates the integration method. The
eccentric and concentric phases were identified during countermovement jump (top) and drop
vertical jump (bottom) for left leg. The graphs are positioned from top to bottom position, power,
velocity, acceleration and ground reaction force (GRF). The graphs display the points of
extraction for data analysis and variables during for each phase. Eccentric power and concentric
power is the average over the duration for each phase. Eccentric impulse and concentric impulse
represent the calculation for the area under the curve.
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FIGURE 6
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Figure 6. Graphs displaying comparisons of mean asymmetry values between men and women
for each asymmetry variable measured. Top graph is for countermovement jump (CMJ) and
bottom is for drop vertical jump (DVJ). Ecc Norm GRF = Average eccentric GRF, Con Norm
GRF = Average concentric GRF, Peak Ecc Norm GRF = Peak eccentric GRF, Peak Con Norm
GRF = Peak d concentric GRF, Ecc RFD = eccentric rate of force development, Con RFD =
concentric rate of force development.
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CHAPTER 3 – COMPARISON OF ASYMMETRY DURING JUMP PERFORMANCE
WITH AND WITHOUT AN OVERHEAD GOAL
Various abilities and techniques have been used to improve jumping which is considered
an important measure of athletic ability7. Plyometrics is a common exercise strategy that
involves rapid eccentric and concentric contractions are used to improve athletic
performance5,9,15. The Countermovement Jump (CMJ), which is an example of a plyometric
exercise, is commonly used by athletes to achieve maximal vertical jump performance3. The
CMJ is defined as a vertical jump that is preceded by a rapid stretch-shorten cycle4.
Incorporating plyometric exercises such as CMJ into training programs regularly can have a
positive effect on performance testing and athletic development long-term4. Using plyometric
jumps in a training program increase power output through the elasticity of muscle fibers which
stores and releases energy during different phases of jumps15. CMJ is most effective at achieving
maximal jump height through its utilization of elastic strain energy and natural muscle
augmentation3,11.
There are a number of factors that can influence vertical jump performance.
Incorporating an external focus to plyometric can have positive influence on jump
performance9,17. For example, the use of an external focus resulted in increased movement
efficiency helps in speeding up learning process17. Specifically, it has been reported that there is
an increase in impulse, joint moments, and center of mass (COM) vertical displacement when
subjects were directed to reach for overhead goal (OG), or an object directed for them to reach
overhead, during CMJ17. Using an OG increases the effort in vertical jump performance opposed
to no overhead goal (NOG)9. Interesting, it has been reported the type of OG used for external
focus, during vertical jump testing would have similar outcomes whether reaching for physical
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OG and virtual OG10. This may be related to the fact that arm swing were allowed and that
contributes at least 10% to vertical jump performance11. Despite the type of OG used participants
typically jumped using both legs simultaneously along with arm swing to maximize
performance9.
To maximize jump performance during a vertical jump test, the jumps are normally
performed bilaterally (i.e., both legs used at the same time)5. There is an interest in
understanding how similar the person uses both limbs during a vertical jump. Symmetry is
defined as evenly matched characteristics between two participating sides4,5. In contrast
asymmetry is used to describe when characteristics of a particular parameter favor one limb1.
Asymmetry can be task specific in relation to the demands of the activity that is being
performed2,12. Nonetheless, increased asymmetry of the lower extremity may negatively impact
jump performance5.
Researchers have hypothesized that asymmetry has a negative impact on overall athletic
performance5. Research on asymmetry during movement will typically measure the same
parameter for both sides during as specific task. The parameter is then compared between sides.
For example, power asymmetry is a comparison of power on the left and right sides during a
jump. Power asymmetry that exceeded values greater than 10% has shown to reduce CMJ jump
height by nine centimeters in relation to lean muscle asymmetry between legs5. Peak ground
reaction force (GRF) asymmetry were statistically significant favoring dominant leg over
nondominant leg during CMJ which is prevalent in athletic population1,5. When adding an
overhead goal jump height increased which is possibly attributed to increased GRF and joint
extensor moments9,17.
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Increased jump height with an OG is a result in the increase to a number of key variables
such as rate of force development12. These asymmetry variables are determined from the GRF
and multiple research determined these variables are key contributors to jump performance5,12.
However, there is still a paucity of research on whether or not asymmetry is influenced by the
use of an OG. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to compare asymmetry of select
parameters during a CMJ with an OG and without an OG (i.e., NOG). We hypothesized that
every asymmetry variable would differ between jumping conditions.

METHODS
Experimental Approach to the Problem
The purpose of this study is to determine if there were a difference of asymmetry variables
during the eccentric and concentric phases for CMJ with an OG verses NOG. Our hypothesis is
that asymmetry variable would differ between jumping conditions.

Subjects
A total of 16 participants (11 males, age 30.5  8.9 yrs, height 173.7  6.1 cm, mass 84.6  19.8
kg, percent body fat 20.6  10.8%; 5 females, age 29.8  9.3 yrs, height 157.4  1.8 cm, mass
54.5  3.8 kg, percent body fat 26.5  6.9%) volunteered to participate in the study. They were
free from any injury or illness that would restrict them from exercise. All participants were
recreationally active or at least participated in a form of recreational exercise at least 3 days a
week for a year. Participants were only required to report for one day of testing. The Institutional
Review Board of the host university approved this study.
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Procedures
The testing protocol consisted of a single session. Upon arrival age, height, weight, body
composition were recorded. Body composition were measured using bioelectric impedance scale
(InBody 570). After the collection of anthropometric data, the participants were allowed up to 10
minutes for a self-selected warmup. Following the warmup, the CMJ were explained and
practice trials were allowed for familiarization.
The CMJ was performed by having participants standing with each foot on separate force
platforms (Kistler Instruments Corp., Amherst, NY, sample rate: 1000 Hz). The CMJ began with
the participant lowering themselves in squat to preferred depth then immediately followed by a
maximal vertical jump. For the OG conditions a ball was suspended from the ceiling and the
height were adjusted within reach of fingertips8. Three successful trials of each jumping
conditions were used for data analysis, and conditions were administered with NOG condition
always coming first. A trial was deemed successful when participant began standing still on
force platforms to initially landing on force platform.
The NOG condition was performed first in order to determine the height of the OG.
Participants were allowed to self-select arm movement as well as depth of CMJ.
GRF data were processed with a custom-built laboratory program (MATLAB, R2018a;
The Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MA). Data were smoothed using a fourth-order low pass
Butterworth digital filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz. The sum of the GRF profiles for the
right and left leg were used to find total GRF. All trials began with participants standing
motionless with a foot on each force plate for us to gather the average body weight. The GRF
data were extracted starting with initial force  20 N to landing phase (GRF  20 N). To derive
for vertical acceleration from COM, Newton’s Law of Acceleration equation (Force=Mass •
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Acceleration) was used. Vertical velocity of COM was derived from vertical acceleration with
respect to time. Vertical displacement of COM was derived from vertical velocity with respect to
time. Flight time was calculated using time of land landing and takeoff. Jump height (JH) was
calculated using the following formula: JH = 0.5 x g (0.5 x flight time)2. Whereas g is
acceleration due to force of gravity (-9.8 m/s2).
Eccentric phase was identified as when starting position decreased from initiation of
movement to lowest point on position profile. Variables for eccentric phase were identified as
the following:
•

Average eccentric GRF: calculated as the mean of GRF profile during eccentric phase
divided by the average body weight.

•

Peak eccentric GRF: peak GRF during the eccentric phase divided by average body
weight.

•

Eccentric power: the average of power profile during eccentric phase.
The concentric phase was defined as lowest point on position profile to point of takeoff

where GRF profile  20 N before takeoff. Variables identified in the concentric phase are
explained as following:
•

Average concentric force: calculated as the mean of GRF profile during concentric phase
divided by the average body weight.

•

Peak concentric GRF: peak GRF during the concentric phase divided by average body
weight.

•

Concentric power asymmetry: the average of power profile during concentric phase.
For asymmetry profiles the data were separated between right and left leg. Asymmetry

for each variable was calculated using the following equation6: (right leg – left leg) / (right leg +
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left leg) *100. If the asymmetry percent difference is positive it indicates the right leg had higher
values during movement and vice versa if values were negative. The number of asymmetry
indices that were left and right direction were recorded for descriptive purposes (Table 3).

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS (version 25). Dependent variables were JH and each of
the asymmetry variables described above (total of 7 variables). Each dependent variable was
compared between CMJ NOG and CMJ OG using a dependent t-test. Statistical significance was
set at α = 0.05.

RESULTS
JH was different between OG and NOG (t(15) = -2.565, p = 0.022) as was concentric
power asymmetry (t(15) = -2.154, p = .048) (Table 2). No other variables were different between
the different jumping conditions.

DISCUSSION
The results from our analysis determined that JH and concentric power asymmetry were
the only variables to differ between the different jumping conditions. With the use of an external
focus added to the jump, we hypothesized asymmetry variables would increase. However, that
was largely not the case. Overall, the majority of asymmetry variables were not influenced by the
use of an OG. Interestingly, JH was greater with the use of an OG but, in general, no changes in
asymmetry. This seems to indicate that symmetry during maximal effort jump may be critical to
maximal effort performance.
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For concentric power asymmetry 8 of 16 participants favored the left leg displaying mean
values of (-3.060  10.524) for NOG. When using OG, 9 of 16 participants favored right leg for
concentric power asymmetry displaying group mean value of (3.934  16.323). Changes that
more so occurred were due to values not necessarily increasing, but the leg that was favored
switching between conditions. Average concentric power asymmetry when using OG, was only
variable where participants favored left leg having 9 out of 16 (Table 3). The other variables that
were measured either favored right leg or presented the same number for each leg. Only average
concentric GRF asymmetry, eccentric power asymmetry, and concentric power asymmetry had a
change of direction in asymmetry between conditions. If more participants had more change of
direction of asymmetry between conditions, it could have produced more differences between
conditions. Asymmetry is related to the fact human beings rely on specific motor coordination
and proficiency in task to maximize jump performance8,13. People perform movement that is
related to sport specific skill or lifestyle. Performing with an OG gave the athlete a specific target
to reach for, and the organization of muscle function influence the achievement of the task8. If an
athlete is right dominant then when strategizing to perform with an OG would almost certainly
result in right leg being favored during movement. This could explain why the preference of legs
differ between.
The asymmetry values reported for this study were reported as vector property and not
scalar property. If values were negative the nondominant leg was favored and vice versa. Had we
measured the absolute value of asymmetry it could produce more differences between
conditions. Measuring asymmetry as a scalar property may have produced more difference of
asymmetry variables between JH compared to being measured as a vector property.
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The lack of difference between conditions for majority of asymmetry variables in our
analysis comes as a surprise. Previous research reported the use of an OG increased impulse and
joint moments17. On the contrary, no difference in GRF or power between CMJ with and without
OG17. These studies did not measure asymmetry so therefore testing for the possible impact
between conditions was needed. Of our 10 asymmetry variables that were measured only
concentric power asymmetry was different between conditions. Interestingly, with respect to
muscle mass asymmetry, power asymmetry values that exceed 10% decreased JH by 9 cm5.
They did not use an OG for their analysis but still determined the impact power asymmetry had
on JH.
The incorporation of an extrinsic motivator has been used to increase effort level in jump
performance10. While performing drop vertical jumps but using a physical OG the JH was higher
compared to NOG9. Yet, while performing drop vertical jumps, JH was not different but noticed
increases to joint moments when using virtual OG10. Our research backs findings who also
determined increases to JH when performing CMJ with OG. Using any form of extrinsic
motivator (i.e. virtual or physical) as an OG increases effort overall. It is recommended that the
use of a physical OG would be the preferred option for increasing maximal JH.
A reason asymmetry may exist between leg is due to a lack of coordination. Jumping is
an action that involves the complexity of motor system and coordination of lower limbs and
upper limbs during movement14,17. The magnitude of GRF that is produced is dependent on the
jumping technique that is used8. This suggests that familiarized an individual has become with
the technique the more symmetrical the characteristics that are being observed. Or this could
mean that a technique has been preferred to achieve the task that needs to be completed. For
example, researchers noted no differences in JH when reaching for OG with two but there was a
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difference in JH when reaching with one hand10,17. Testing for symmetry in future research
would involve different instructions when reaching for OG.
It must be stated that our experiment was complete without a few limitations. Our study
measured CMJ using recreational athletes who had expertise varying across athletics. We are not
able to generalize the results to other athletes due to the range of JH that were observed. Many of
our participants were not experienced in jumping or had not consistently performed the
movement. Another limitation would be that we cannot generalize this study to women due to
the number or lack thereof women participants. Also, the height of the OG was placed just out of
reach to begin with. We may would have observed higher increases to JH then what was reported
from our results if OG would have been within reach and adjust after each successful touch. The
age of participants ranged from 21 to 53 years therefore are study cannot be generalized to a
specific age group.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
In conclusion, only JH and concentric power asymmetry displayed a difference between CMJ
with OG and NOG. Adding OG to training program increases the effort given which explains the
increase we observed for JH and power asymmetry between conditions10. Several changes to
asymmetry percentage distribution occurred, and though no significant difference happened
between conditions they still may have an impact on jump performance. When training to
increase athletic ability through jump performance, plyometrics is the best choice of
exercise5,7,9,15. To maximize output, it is recommended to use an OG for training. Despite this
study only having one single session and OG has proven to increase effort to in performing the
task. Implementing any external focus to plyometric training during a mesocycle or macrocycle
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could maximize performance benefits and improve coordination for an athlete17. The use of an
OG may be useful to improve asymmetry during specific biomechanical testing and training
conditions should be further investigated.
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TABLE 8
Table 8. Descriptive statistics (mean  SD) for countermovement jump with no overhead
goal (NOG) and overhead goal (OG)
Asymmetry Variables
NOG Mean  SD
OG Mean  SD
Jump Height
.322  .099
.344  .125
Average Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
.238  5.937
1.252  6.106
Average Concentric GRF Asymmetry
-1.382  3.621
.289  5.914
Peak Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
-1.734  4.374
-.355  5.906
Peak Concentric GRF Asymmetry
.020  2.474
.104  3.069
Eccentric Power Asymmetry
-3.229  21.023
4.438  21.464
Concentric Power Asymmetry
-3.060  10.524
3.934  16.323
GRF = Ground reaction force, RFD = Rate of force development
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TABLE 9
Table 9. Dependent t-test results
Asymmetry Variables
t-value
Jump Height*
-2.565*
Average Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
-1.364
Average Concentric GRF Asymmetry
-1.408
Peak Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
-1.470
Peak Concentric GRF Asymmetry
-.204
Eccentric Power Asymmetry
-2.098
Concentric power asymmetry*
-2.154*
GRF = Ground reaction force, RFD = Rate of force development
*Significant difference at p ≤ 0.05
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P value
.022*
.193
.180
.162
.841
.053
.048*

TABLE 10
Table 10. Number of participants favoring the left or right leg when performing
countermovement jumps with no overhead goal (NOG) and overhead goal (OG)
Asymmetry Variables
NOG Left NOG Right OG Left OG Right
Average Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
7
9
7
9
Average Concentric GRF
8
8
9
7
Asymmetry
Peak Eccentric GRF Asymmetry
8
8
8
8
Peak Concentric GRF Asymmetry
7
9
7
9
Eccentric Power Asymmetry
7
9
7
9
Concentric Power Asymmetry
8
8
7
9
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FIGURE 7

Figure 7. Graph from our custom MATLAB program that displays the integration method used
to identify eccentric and concentric phase during countermovement jump. This graph is of the
left leg with position, power, velocity, acceleration and ground reaction force (GRF) from top to
bottom. Points for data extraction and calculations are highlighted above. Eccentric power and
concentric power is the average of the variable for each phase.
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SUMMARY
In summation, we used linear stepwise regression analysis to determine predictor
variables for our first aim. Only impulse asymmetry during the concentric phase was selected for
CMJ to predict JH (F(1,12) = 44.564, p<0 .001, R2 = 0.788). For DVJ only eccentric peak force
and concentric RFD were selected as predictors of JH (F(2,11) = 23.962, p< 0.001, R2 = 0.813).
It was surprising that limited asymmetry variables were selected as predictors of JH and the
variables were different for different JH.
For our second study we used mixed factor ANOVA to determine if interaction
existed between genders and jump type. Peak concentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 6.442,
p>0.026) and average concentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 5.145, p>0.043) were the only
variables to have an interaction between gender and jump type ( >0.05). Average concentric
GRF planned comparisons determined interaction was present between genders during DVJ
(t(12) = -2.300, p>0.040) but not CMJ (t(12) = -0.205, p<0.841). Peak concentric GRF
asymmetry planned comparisons determined interaction was present between genders for DVJ
(t(12) = 2.461, p>0.030) but not CMJ (t(12) = 0.897, p<0.387). Main effects were exhibited for
jump type regardless of gender for average eccentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 10.566,
p>0.007), peak eccentric GRF asymmetry (F(1,12) = 13.947, p>0.003), eccentric RFD
asymmetry (F(1,12) = 13.819, p>0.003), eccentric power asymmetry (F(1,12) = 11.129,
p>0.006), and concentric impulse asymmetry (F(1,12) = 8.529, p>0.013). Gender main effects
were not present for any asymmetry variable. Overall, asymmetry did not differ between the
interaction of jump type and gender. Furthermore, no asymmetry variables were influenced by
the main effect of gender.
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For our third study a dependent t-test was used to compare each dependent variable
between jump conditions ( >0.05). It was determined that jump height (t(15) = -2.565, p <
0.022) and concentric power asymmetry (t(15) = -2.154, p < .048) were different between
conditions. The use of an OG has positive implications to jump performance and the lack of
influence of asymmetry seems to indicate the importance of symmetry during maximal effort
jumps.
From our analysis we determined that asymmetry has no impact on jump performance as
a whole based off our research. Yet, future directions should focus on asymmetry only during the
concentric phase. Furthermore, gender interaction was shown for concentric asymmetry variables
for DVJ. Measuring interaction of asymmetry from different drop heights should be taken into
consideration. Jumping is a complexed movement requiring specific motor coordination which
may related to sport specific movement or lifestyle that could influence asymmetry. Future
research could use OG when performing DVJ this may have an impact on asymmetry.
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